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”We must find the place
where to look from"
Søren Kierkegaard

			
			

”¿No lo ves?"
La Zowi

It is said that, after surviving the plague and the sack
that devastated Rome in the 5th century, its inhabitants
celebrated their reencounter in other cities by ”crowding to the theatres, pouring into them and filling them,
playing a madder part now than ever before“. A few
years later the Western Roman Empire would fall. If ”the
theatre, like the plague, is a delirium and is contagious“2,
that may be because it is still capable of altering the ordering of life or the choreography of normality.

of the present; current performance practice builds a
potential territory for finding out strategies to dance out
the fears and the uncertainty that rule upon us today.
We could transform such uncertainty into a performative opportunity, in order to fill up a void with agency
and breathe in there, while encouraging us to envisage
other worlds. After all, ”what a body can do is what a
body is doing“5, nothing less.

While being plunged into virtuality, detached by social
distancing, alienated by all sorts of inequalities, subGreat epidemics have always been transition periods,
sumed by unbearable forms of violence, paralyzed by
hallways to every single epoch transformation, ductile
timespans where facts and fictions merge violently and their condition of passive spectators, bodies moreover
imagination takes shape again, like in dreams or in the suffer now of a ”crisis of presence“ which is being triggered by the collapse of a society that falls like Rome
theatre, both being laboratories of disruptive power
fell. Only instead of fleeing, we might try to inhabit the
where that which happens penetrates the bodies as
chaos and surrender to the ”perpetual dynamic turmoil“
they wake up or crowd the streets.
in order to ”persist in the very breach to produce a new
Theatre, in such a feverish state as we are set in now, skin from there, a new sensibility that responds already
can become a place to dream of a different waking life, to other requests of the real, and so it turns our broken
a metallurgy where the malleability of imagination allows defenses into the building materials of a new body“8.
us to ”render the given order entirely plastic and subject to de-re-formation“3.
The Sâlmon Festival launches a new edition with the
support of a renewed organism that preserves it, a
tentacular structure that gives it continuity and takes
In performing arts ”life is always decided now, and
on the challenge to face the upcoming 2021 and 2022
now, and now“4, recursively. They are ready to give
editions: a festival born out of dialog, while it embracthemselves completely to every gesture, word or image, being so alive that their only horizon is the urgency es the risk that invariably defines the arts. The Sâlmon
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2021 is envisaged by its curators as a chance to gather
again and become delirious (from Latin delirare, ”going
off the furrow“), abandon the marked trail, and in doing so, invite Barcelona to become delirious too. That
delirium should reverse the state of precariousness in
which experimental performing arts dwell by creating
an expanded framework of intensity for the artists that
inhabit it, with the entire collaboration of the constantly
supporting spaces that set themselves against the hegemonic model of a city-event.

2021

been torn asunder by spectacle and virtuality is reforged. While taking distance from screens, the festival
will address a new spectatorship via streaming on the
public TV channel Betevé, and propose a haptic gathering around those screens, as it was done in homes and
bars by lighting fires and opening windows.
From the 18th to the 21st of February artists, curators, technicians and spectators will engage together
on the plató of the new Sâlmon, on- and off-camera
in different formats, before the mixdown of different
disciplines, which is not so common in the framework
of Barcelona’s public institutions. In the evening, performances will take place upstairs, on the Pina Bausch
stage at Mercat de les Flors. In addition to the plató,
six artists will occupy Fabra i Coats from the 1st to the
17th of February as they produce La pantalla pródiga,
an ad hoc kaleidoscopic event that will open the festival. On the 21st of February we will say farewell to
Sâlmon 2021 with OKAY CONFIANCE, a specific context that adapts to each occasion and which will extend
the plató to the Graner premises, where a team of artists will have spent one week on the preparations for a
space of trust and common learning where ethics and
technique go hand in hand.

If performing arts have survived every time and circumstance is because they answer simple and vital needs:
gathering in order to see what happens as we share a
present time, after encompassing ourselves to its contingent whims. Yet performing arts are currently being cancelled and reduced to displaying ”a sign of subalternity“9
before other sectors of society, or even worse, being
forced to adapt to different procedures. If ”what’s clear
is that technology won’t offer any new cultural form by
itself“10, performing arts find themselves in a crucial position to reappropriate technologies and assimilate them
for their own modes of transmission. Sâlmon 2021 invites
us therefore from the 17th to the 21st of February to the
delirium of experimenting with other possible modes of
contagion. The suggested medium is television, and ”beThis new Sâlom, however, does not stop here. While
coming delirious is meeting the future“11.
being aware that ”world-making activities dwell on
In order to watch, we must first find the place where to processes, and the future discloses only if a process
discloses it from the present“15, the festival will keep
look from. In theatre (from Greek theatron, ”place for
viewing“), the performativity degree zero may not be
its fire burning for the upcoming 2022 edition and fuel
more than arranging a place for working out the gaze. it with Entre, an experimental residency program that
In this time patrolled by flows of data and images in
involves several spaces in Barcelona and other inter12
apparatuses of ”choreopolice“ that scatter us relent- national platforms, and which will open its doors in May
lessly, this festival calls for coming together and raising and September.
our gazes around an open plató or great performing apparatus on the MAC stage at Mercat de les Flors. This After surviving the plague in the 16th century, it is said
stage will be devoted to a TV utopia and a performative that a woman would start to dance on the city streets,
and would infect hundreds of bodies with her dancautopsy or ”action of looking with one’s own eyes“ at
13
ing, thus becoming a movement epidemics or a dance
the live production of images. ”Start from scratch“ ,
plague that would last for months until public order was
open up a new space and see what happens.
reinstated. As in The Decameron, Sâlmon shelters us
in a laboratory that sets in motion a metallurgy of the
Sâlmon invites us in this edition to take a sit on a long
after-dinner conversation while television springs from imagination to prepare for the day when we will all be
released into a desolate outside world. Maybe this way
the private sphere and the market and lands on the
we will achieve to take a breath before we become
public and experimental space of performing arts, a
chaotic and cathode sequence shot on the hybridiza- delirious, as we rehearse new ”choreopolitics“15 able to
tion of synchronous languages. A scopic device that
reinvent any normality.
unfolds new stalls from where we can look at how the
chain between bodies, events and images that has
Fernando Gandasegui
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ORGANISED JOINTLY BY:

For almost 18 years, the leitmotiv of the Antic Teatre, a
production and performance venue located in the heart
of Barcelona, has been to take risks. What the Antic Teatre is, what it does and why it does it, is encapsulated
by the following values: a commitment to experimentation and research in the field of the contemporary performing arts; interdisciplinarity; an artistic perspective
with an international scope and local action; exploration
and an eye for novelty, and the provision of a spring-

ANTIC TEATRE
board for emerging talent; coherence; perseverance;
ANTICTEATRE.COM
criticism and self-criticism; artistic autonomy and independent thinking; dialogue; attention to the vulnerabilities and the perspective of gender; a commitment
to art and education from the standpoint of grassroots
culture; links with the region and open community initiatives; the goals of self-management, sustainability and
heritage recovery.

La Caldera is a centre for dance creation whose function is to accompany and present the work of artists
who view the body as material, as a tool, and as the
central theme of their research. It generates contexts
for sharing artistic practices that experiment on the
margins, making space for invisible, uncertain things,
and with other kinds of temporality different from the
standard ones. With an interest in transmitting the
knowledge of the body that emerges from these experiences and from the artists’ procedural work, La
Caldera collects the results and makes them available

through publications. Outside professional contexts,
the centre organises educational family programmes
linked to the neighbourhood, where, through the
body, dance invites us to think about our relationship with the others and with the world. La Caldera
is a living organism, made up of the people who pass
through it. A body with 25 years in movement, open
and accessible, offering sensitive management of the
space and thereby making the different forms of attention possible so that what must happen happens.

Graner is a centre for the creation of dance and live
art, located in an old light bulb factory in La Marina
district of Barcelona. It is an interconnected, diverse
space that focuses on artistic research and experimentation and interacts with the professional, educational
and civic community. We live alongside the artists and
share contexts with different local and global communities, with whom we promote crossovers and collective
learning through the body, contributing to the circulation of ideas and knowledge in the field of dance and
live art. Unlike the prevailing systems of productivity,
we give importance to the process, to artistic experi-

mentation, to listening and to the body as generators of GRANER
change towards a more collective, permeable and sus- GRANERBCN.CAT
tainable society. We seek new ways of working through
public management by creating spaces of trust and by
promoting long-term relationships and participatory,
plural governance. We ask ourselves what relational, artistic, educational and management practices are inherent to a contemporary view of dance and live art. We
believe that only in this way we will be able to expand
Graner and support artists in all their transformative
potential.

La Poderosa is a space that empowers research projects and donates support to the people they believe
in. La Poderosa tries to promote territories of proximity and intimacy, while fostering relationships between
artists, management teams and the public. The Powerful and the people that l’habitem believed in cuinar you
sew a foc lent i a la cuina. Creixer, engreixar-se i menjar

together, total generant comissariats and marks of spe- LA PODEROSA
LAPODERSA.ES
cific exhibitions for different types of practices.
Practice resistance to mitigate the constant questioning
of the affective, social, political and cultural situation
that surrounds it, trying to devise new working methodologies that promote empathy and the escort of the
realities and necessities of artists and public.
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LA CALDERA

LACALDERA.INFO
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CURATORIAL TEAM AND MEDIATION
ROLE OF SÂLMON CYCLE 21-22:

Sofia Asencio is a choreographer and dancer. From
1989 to 1993 she combined her training in contemporary dance at the Institut de Teatre in Barcelona with
work in revue shows with the companies directed by
Tania Doris and Lita Claver “La Maña” and at the “La
Belle Epoque” music hall. After completing her dance
studies, she worked with Vicente Sáez, Lanonima Imperial, Mudances and Cia ACTA. In 1998 she joined the
General Elèctrica collective. In 2000 she began to work
alongside Tomàs Aragay in Societat Doctor Alonso, a

SOFIA ASENCIO
theatre company and platform that enables its members to bring together research and show production
in partnership with other artists and researchers. From
2003 to 2011 she co-directed the Cèl·lula collective
with Ernesto Collado and Tomàs Aragay, the company
responsible for the Festival MAPA, as well as assisting
with the programming of the Contraban series at the
Teatre Jardí in Figueres and with the curatorship of Escena Plural at the Teatre la Mercè in Girona.
doctoralonso.org/es/main

Choreographer, researcher and artistic co-director
of La Poderosa, a venue for creation and research
around dance and the living arts in Barcelona. She
holds a degree in contemporary dance and choreography from the Institut del Teatre in Barcelona and
broadened her training at the Center for Movement
Research (NY). She performs with various companies

in Barcelona and New York and works closely with the BEA FERNÁNDEZ
choreographer Carmelo Salazar, having taken part in
numerous pieces. As an artist, she develops projects
focused on the figure of the performer as memory
and a living archive and develops research projects
focused on the body and experimental choreographic
practices.

Ariadna Rodriguez and Iñaki Alvarez are nyamnyam.
Combining their formation and deformation in various
disciplines, their work aims to promote the creation,
diffraction and exchange of knowledge through
strategies of interaction in each (g)local context
in which they work. At this crossroads between
the live arts, critical thinking and pedagogies,
nyamnyam’s work moves between the creation of
artistic projects and curatorship understood as a

transdisciplinary space of relations and disruption.
Thus, people, systems and contexts interact through
the accompaniment of nyamnyam, clashing with the
standardized vision of the commodification of culture.
They have developed their activities in a variety of
contexts and locations and in 2020 they opened the
doors of Mas nyamnyam, a venue for creation, action
and reflection situated in Mieres, Girona.
nyamnyam.net

ARIADNA RODRÍGUEZ
IÑAKI ÁLVAREZ

MEDIATION AND
ARTISTIC COORDINATION:
Trained as a stage critic and researcher at the University of the Arts in Havana, she has worked mainly in
the field of management and the activation of undisciplinary projects and live arts. As part of the Laboratorio
Escénico de Experimentación Social (LEES, 2012-2019)
and the Osikán experimental scenic nursery (2016-19),
she encouraged the work of Cuban artists who focus
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on alternative creative practices. She has management DIANELIS DIÉGUEZ
experience in the public arts sector, specifically in the
area of international relations. She is currently carrying
out research on the notion of community within the sociability that emerges from the relations between neighbourhoods and artists. She is a member of the Vulnus
Association.
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A new river
for Sâlmon.
This Sâlmon is born driven by the structure that preserves its existence, an
ecosystem of venues that keep living
arts alive in Barcelona – the Antic Teatre, La Caldera, Graner and La Poderosa
– and a team of artists and generators
of contexts who have been shaking up
the scene for decades: Sofía Asencio,
Bea Fernández, Iñaki Álvarez and Ariadna Rodríguez, curators who will sustain
the 2021 and 2022 editions with Dianelis Diéguez in mediation. With the river
renewed, this structure or tentacular organism that operates through mutual effect begins a new phase and it calls us
again from 17 to 21 February 2021.
Thus the Sâlmon 21 Festival proposes
a contingency pact, the launch of a framework that enables the living arts to
hold on to the only thing that differentiates them from other scenic currents
the limitless commitment to experimen7

tation. Audiences and artists will be able
to once again go for broke in a wild sequence shot where languages can be
hybridized on and off-camera, a great
performative machine and a new place to
examine unsuspected landscapes, such
as the times we are living in, which require us to imagine other kinds of agencies
and ways of doing without things.
This Sâlmon does not end its journey
here, the river will keep alive its flow.
It will continue with a crossfade or transition in form of encounters taking place
throughout 2021 and the 2022 edition.
In dialogue with all the parts that make
it up new Sâlmon Festival provides an
opportunity to make spring last the
whole year, an uninterrupted fest the
most necessary exception for Barcelona
today.
Fernando Gandasegui
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FROM 17TH TO 21ST FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY 17

2021

9TH EDITION
FESTIVALSALMON.COM
10€/12€

.
FROM 18.30H TO 20.30H
FABRA I COATS

Betevé at 22.15h

Live comments by the
filmmaker Virginia García
del Pino

IN-PERSON.
FROM 15H TO 20H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

Streaming at
festival’s web from 15h to 20h
Betevé from 17.30h to 19.30h
VERSIONS Aitana Cordero and
Jaume Ferrete “susurra con tipo flojita muy flojo“

LA PANTALLA PRÒDIGA Raúl Alaejos, Carolina Campos, Félix Pérez-Hita, Marc Vives,
with the collaboration of Hidrogenesse, the composers of the Sâlmon’s jingle.

THURSDAY 18
TV SET (SALA MAC) WITH:

SOROLLAR Orquesta
(Anto Rodríguez andOscar Bueno)

SOAP OPERA (CHAP. 1) Guillem
Mont de Palol, Márcia Lança
and Daniel Pizamiglio

VISIONS Alex Reynolds
”Esta puerta, esta ventana“

ÉTAT SECOND Symphony of the
Seas and DD Dorvillier

VERSIONS DD Dorvillier and
Zeena Parkins ”Danza Permanente“

TEATRON Rubén Ramos Nogueira

TIME OF GOING TO BED
Roger Peláez

OFF-CAMERA (SALA PB)
IN PERSON - 20.30H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

JUST DESIRE Søren Evinson

FRIDAY 19

Live subtitling by
the artist Marta Echaves

IN-PERSON.
FROM 15H TO 20H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

Streaming at
festival’s web from 15h to 20h
Betevé from 17.30 to 19.30h
VERSIONS Julián Pacomio
and Ángela Millano ”PSYCH0“

TV SET (SALA MAC) WITH:

SOROLLAR Marc O’Callaghan
”Arenga Quaternària“

SOAP OPERA (CHAP. 2) Guillem
Mont de Palol, Márcia Lança
and Daniel Pizamiglio

TEATRON Perro Paco

VERSIONS Nazario Díaz
”Háblame, cuerpo“

VISIONS Eulàlia Rovira
”The Eye’s Speech -or was
it the I speech?“

ÉTAT SECOND Job Ramos
and Silvia Zayas

TIME OF GOING TO BED
Roger Peláez

OFF-CAMERA (SALA PB)
IN PERSON - 20.30H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

JUST DESIRE Søren Evinson

Live movement sequence of
the festival team

IN-PERSON.
FROM 15H TO 20H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

Streaming at
festival’s web from 15h to 20h
Betevé from 17.30h to 19.30
VERSIONS Vicente Arlandis /
Taller Placer ”El esfuerzo
constante de ganarse la vida“

SATURDAY 20
TV SET (SALA MAC) WITH:

SOROLLAR Isabel Do Diego
”DEPUEBLO“

SOAP OPERA (CHAP. 3) Guillem
Mont de Palol, Márcia Lança
and Daniel Pizamiglio

VISIONS Olga Mesa
”La mesa propia. Danza de manos“

ART TAPE Norberto Llopis
”All things (an extract)“

TEATRON Marta Echaves
and HJ Darger (El Bloque TV).

TIME OF GOING TO BED
Roger Peláez

VERSIONS Quim Pujol
”Negre Croma“

OFF-CAMERA (SALA PB)
IN PERSON - 20.30H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS

ZEPPELIN BEND Katerina Andreou

SUNDAY 21
OFF-CAMERA (SALA PB)
IN PERSON - 12.30H
MERCAT DE LES FLORS
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ZEPPELIN BEND
Katerina Andreou

IN-PERSON.
FROM 16.30H TO 21.00H
GRANER
TV SET (GRANER) WITH:

Streaming at
festival’s web from 16.30h to 21.00h

OKAY CONFIANCE Loto Retina, Elie Ortis, Hugues Meunier, Anne Lise
Le Gac, Alba Rihe, Júlia Barbany, Daniel Moreno Roldan.

SÂLMON - PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL
FROM 17TH TO 21ST FEBRUARY

FESTIVAL SÂLMON 2021

2021

9TH EDITION
FESTIVALSALMON.COM
10€/12€

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY AND SUNDAY:
LIVE STREAMING AT WWW.FESTIVALSALMON.COM/DIRECTE
THURSDAY-FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FROM 17.30 TO 19.30 AT BETEVÉ

WEDNESDAY 17
FABRA & COATS:
ART FACTORY
15.00H

THURSDAY 18

FRIDAY 19

SATURDAY 20

TV SET SALA MAC

TV SET SALA MAC

TV SET SALA MAC

SOROLLAR - ORQUESTA (ANTO
RODRÍGUEZ & OSCAR BUENO)

SOROLLAR MARC O’CALLAGHAN

SOAP OPERA - GUILLEM MONT
DE PALOL, MÁRCIA LANÇA &
DIANEL PIZAMIGLIO

TELENOVELA - GUILLEM MONT
DE PALOL, MÁRCIA LANÇA &
DIANEL PIZAMIGLIO

VISIONS - ALEX REYNOLDS

TEATRON - PERRO PACO

VERSIONS - AITANA CORDERO
VICO & JAUME FERRETE
VÁZQUEZ

VISIONS - EULÀLIA ROVIRA

SOROLLAR - ISABEL DO DIEGO
SOAP OPERA - GUILLEM MONT
DE PALOL, MÁRCIA LANÇA &
DIANEL PIZAMIGLIO

BREAK 17-17.30H

17.30H

SOROLLAR - ORQUESTA (ANTO
RODRÍGUEZ & OSCAR BUENO)

SOROLLAR MARC O’CALLAGHAN

SOROLLAR - ISABEL DO DIEGO

ÉTAT SECOND - SYMPHONY OF
THE SEAS Y DD DORVILLIER

VERSIONS
JULIAN PACOMIO & ÁNGELA
MILLANO

TEATRON - HJ DARGER
& MARTA ECHAVES

ÉTAT SECOND
JOB RAMOS I SILVIA ZAYAS

SOROLLAR - ISABEL DO DIEGO

18.30H

LA PANTALLA PRÓDIGA
RAUL ALAEJOS, FÈLIX
PÉREZ-HITA, CAROLINA
CAMPOS, MARC VIVES
WITH THE COLLABORATION
OF HIDROGENESSE, THE
COMPOSERS OF THE
SÂLMON’S JINGLE.

TEATRON - RUBÉN RAMOS
NOGUEIRA
TIME OF GOING TO BED
-ROGER PELÀEZ
SOROLLAR - ORQUESTA (ANTO
RODRÍGUEZ Y&OSCAR BUENO)

TIME OF GOING TO BED
-ROGER PELÀEZ
SOROLLAR MARC O’CALLAGHAN

ZEPPELIN BEND DE
KATERINA ANDREOU

16.30H

TV SET GRANER

VERSIONS - VICENTE ARLANDIS

17.00H

VERSIONS - DD DORVILLIER
Y ZEENA PARKINS

12.30H

VISIONS - OLGA MESA

VERSIONS - NAZARIO DIAZ

BREAK 17-17.30H

SUNDAY 21
OFF-CAMERA
SALA PB

OKAY CONFIANCE
LOTO RETINA, ANNE LISE
LE GAC, ELIE ORTIS, HUGUES
MEUNIER, ALBA RIHE,
JÚLIA BARBANY & DANIEL
MORENO ROLDAN.

BREAK 17-17.30H
ART TAPE - NORBERTO LLOPIS

TIME OF GOING TO BED
-ROGER PELÀEZ
VERSIONS - QUIM PUJOL

ON 22.15 AT BETEVÉ

20.30H
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OFF-CAMERA
SALA PB
JUST DESIRE DE
SØREN EVINSON

OFF-CAMERA
SALA PB
JUST DESIRE DE
SØREN EVINSON

OFF-CAMERA
SALA PB
ZEPPELIN BEND DE
KATERINA ANDREOU

21.00H

SÂLMON - PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL

WEDNESDAY 17

FABRA I COATS –
FÀBRICA DE CREACIÓ

2021

12€

IN-PERSON
FROM 18.30H TO 20.30H
The premiere of ”La pantalla pròdiga” will be broadcast on betevé
in delayed to 22.15 p.m. and it will be uploaded for later viewings.

LA PANTALLA PRÒDIGA
RAÚL ALAEJOS, CAROLINA CAMPOS,
FÉLIX PÉREZ-HITA, MARC VIVES,
WITH THE COLLABORATION OF HIDROGENESSE, THE COMPOSERS OF
THE SÂLMON’S JINGLE
RAÚL ALAEJOS
serrin.tv
serrucho.org
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For more than fifteen days Raúl Alaejos, Carolina Campos, Marc Vives and Félix PérezHita, with the collaboration of Hidrogenesse, will live under the same roof at Fabra i Coats,
Art Factory. Their gathering will last until the 17th of February, when it will tbecome the
kick-off event of the Sâlmon Festival. A prodigious laboratory of unmanageable chaos, a
kaleidoscopic project around a single clue: questioning how a television show is made.
Visual arts, performance, choreography, video, television or music become inputs for a
mixture of disciplines or artistic approaches. In front of a live screen, the audience is
called to watch as an unsuspected landscape unfolds.
”In the mornings, working with Serrin.tv,
I create audiovisual and physical devices
in search of new formats in the field of art

and communication. In the afternoons we
become Serrucho.org, a theatre company
without actors. At night, all the rest.“

CAROLINA CAMPOS ”I was born in Brazil and live in Barcelona.
campos.hotglue.me I work in the performing arts, combining
creation and research. I’m interested in
the intersections between cinema and
performance, presence and image.

I have completed the independent studies
programme (PEI) at the MACBA (2019/20)
and since 2012 I have worked with Re.AI
(PT) in the investigation of composition in
real time.“

FÉLIX PÉREZ-HITA
vudutv.tumblr.com

”I studied history of art and philosophy at
the University of Barcelona (UB). I was a
member of the editorial board of the review
Mania (published by the Faculty of Philosophy at the UB) and I have published in Archipiélago. In 2005, with Andrés Hispano,
I set up Soy Cámara (a CCCB laboratory),
where I created pieces until 2020. In 2012,

this time with Arturo Bastón, I organized
the Hilomental videological sessions. I am a
consultant to the Granollers Panoramic Festival of Cinema and Photography and I have
taken part in various projects for television.
I have also worked as a teacher and I write
cultural reviews whenever I can, in the institutions and publications that allow me to do so.“

MARC VIVES
marcvives.eu

”I was born in Barcelona in 1978. I am an
artist and work in the fields of research,
teaching, production and management. Between the visual arts and the stage. Whenever I can I sing and swim. I use individual

and collective learning strategies to approach my work, with Laia Estruch, Martín
Vitaliti, the performance group FueraFuera,
lxsqcorrenporahí and GRAF.cat.“

HIDROGENESSE
austrohungaro.
com/hidrogenesse

”Electronic art-rock duo, composers of
populist pop songs, producers of romantic-sexual mantras, composers of songs that
fill situationist dance floors, interpreters of
the mystical-comic genre... Hydrogenesse is

Carlos Ballesteros and Genís Segarra. Since
1996, they have recorded albums such as
Así se baila el siglo XX, Eres PC/Eres Mac,
Gimnàstica passiva, Animalitos, Un dígito binario dudoso and Roma.“

SÂLMON - PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL

THURSDAY 18

MERCAT DE LES FLORS
(SALA MAC)

IN-PERSON
DE 15H A 20H

ENTRANCE AT 15H AND 17H

PLATÓ

LIVE COMMENTS BY THE
FILMMAKER VIRGINIA GARCÍA
DEL PINO

TELETEXT
INGRID GUARDIOLA

ORQUESTA
(ANTO RODRÍGUEZ
AND ÓSCAR BUENO)
The noise of the programme, live
sound performances with different
guest musicians.

12€
LIVE!

Streaming from 15h to 20h
at festivalsalmon.com/directe
And on betevé tv from 17.30h to 19.30h

The MAC stage at Mercat de les Flors becomes a ”plató" and performing stage for
artists and audiences to build together an
artistic apparatus as they produce a peculiar television show. An experimental space,

a research on the television language in
relation to performing arts, a long family
gathering or wild long take on the hybridization of formats and disciplines in and out of
sight.

”I am a teacher, essayist and audiovisual
director. I hold a PhD in Humanities and
teach at the University of Girona. I write,
record and produce literary and audiovisual
essays (L’ull i la navalla, Fils, Soy cámara,
Casa de ningú, La dimensió poc coneguda:
Pioneres del cinema), I participate in
exhibitions, the media (the TV programme
Planta Baixa and the newspaper Ara),
audiovisual and cinema programming
(MINIPUT, Cinema Truffaut). I explore
the sociocultural relationships established
between culture, technology and society."

the social media. Sudden outbursts and
fleeting info stimuli that do not always help
us grasp the essence of the matter. With
the social media the petty critics have
proliferated, but so have the know-alls who
turn the algorithmic recommendations of
some content platforms into their discursive
resource. Is it possible to discuss the
programming without reproducing these
models? Using critical analysis, as if it were
a question of the fragments of a discourse,
both loving and surgical in its precision?
Here, it is a matter of submitting the
programming of the day to the scrutiny of
Ingrid Guardiola who, as she says herself,
does what she can, neither more nor less.

Cultural activity is the tip of an iceberg, the
visible part of an incalculable accumulation
of opinions and comments multiplied by

SOROLLAR

2021

”ORQUESTA is a musical duo formed by the
artists Anto Rodríguez and Óscar Bueno,
two Asturians based in Madrid. ORQUESTA
is the result of many years of working, singing and playing together in different artistic projects, most of them performatives,
cinema and works with close ties to music.
ORQUESTA emerged as a musical project
independent of our stage pieces.“
Orquesta present their songs in a concert
scattered among the programme contents.
They seek the intersection between presences, absences and distances, electronics,
traditional songs, dance, Spanish pop music
from the 70s, the melody of the alarm clock,
applause, footsteps and a lullaby.
linktr.ee/Or.questa
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Ángel Losa

2021

THURSDAY 18
SOAP OPERA
(CHAPTER 1)
MÁRCIA LANÇA,
GUILLEM MONT DE PALOL
AND DANIEL PIZAMIGLIO
A three-episode television series, created in the absolute present during three
consecutive days for the Sâlmon21 TV
Set. The participating artists will write,
direct and perform from the starting
point to the final product, without any
prior agreement or script. The space
will be transformed into a photographic
film where all the gestures and actions
of the three performers will be recorded
and edited in the retina of the television
viewers.

VISIONS
ALEX REYNOLDS
“ESTA PUERTA, ESTA VENTANA“
Projection of videos that
meander between disciplines.

Márcia Lança: ”I have taken part in the
works Dins del cor, NOM, Al voltant del
món, proves suficients..., Felicitat i misèria,
9 possibles retrats, Desig ignorant, Trompe
le Monde, Sol del matí and De genolls cap
avall. I have worked with João Fiadeiro,
Cláudia Dias, Sónia Baptista, Alex Cassal,
Carolina Campos, Miguel Castro Caldas,
Olga Mesa, Nuno Lucas, Jørgen Knudsen
and Aniol Busquets.“
Guillem Mont de Palol: ”I live in Barcelona and graduated from the School for New
Dance Development in Amsterdam. Since
then I have worked actively and uninterruptedly on the contemporary dance and performance scene, both nationally and internationally, as the artistic partner of Jorge Dutor
(#Losmicrófonos, Grand Applause and Lo
Pequeño, in collaboration with Cris Blanco).

In addition, I teach at the School for New
Dance Development as a guest lecturer in
movement research and choreography and
composition.“
Daniel Pizamiglio: ”I am a Brazilian performer
and artist. I met the Portuguese choreographer João Fiadeiro in Fortaleza and moved to
Lisbon in 2012, where I live and work. My research focuses on the meeting between poetry and the body, as well as trying to activate
the corporeality of affection and relationship.“

I am an artist and filmmaker. ”Esta puerta,
esta ventana“ is shot in the same space at
different times and the only way in which
Alma Söderberg and Nilo Gallego come together is through the sound, transforming the
place where we see them into a physical echo
of the only space that unites them: the virtual
space of a film. Where does the individual self
end and the collective self begin? How can
we live together at our own pace? How do we
address, affect and manipulate each other?“
alexreynolds.net

VERSIONS
AITANA CORDERO VICO AND
JAUME FERRETE VÁZQUEZ
”SUSURRA CON TIPO FLOJITA MUY FLOJO"

Performative presentations
specially adapted for the TV Set.

Rocío Martín

12

mother. I surf ... I create pieces, installations,
performances, choreographies, events, films,
videos, texts, culinary ideas and ‘things’. My
main interests are ‘the meeting between bodies’,
intimacy, ‘senxuality’, the physicality of violence,
and the exploration of the protocols and conhello hello, fruit, lorry, have tea, a couple aaa
child, mm I don't know, your voice is amalgam- ventions of the performing arts. I have a deep
ated, muffled ... softened tuned / Iberian polito love of objects.“
lagoon, cadaver, if I, truffle / Voice object, our
voice, body voice, my voice is not true / upJaume Ferrete Vázquez: ”As an artist, I ofdate / enter / itiscurioustoknowoneisvoice / M ten work around the notions of the voice
/ Ma / Mamamama / Ma ma ma ma ma mam- and listening, by means of performances,
mamammamammamammamammamammama- listening sessions, archives, workshops, conmmamamma ma ma m ama mamma ma ma.a versations, works with sound and websites.
Furthermore, I often work on the affective
relationships that we establish with synthetic
Aitana Cordero Vico: ”I am a ‘mover’, artist/
choreographer, director. I am curious, a lover of voices, though performance, and I look after
questions, books, cooking and bodies, Gemini, Aiur, who is three.“
Aitana Cordero and Jaume Ferrete continue
their conversation following their meeting in
the framework of the Cruzados programme
at La Poderosa.

THURSDAY 18
ÉTAT SECOND
SYMPHONY OF THE SEAS I
DD DORVILLIER
The state of altered consciousness
in which some authors enter when
writing stories, a combination of
abstraction and concentration,
is called ‘état second’.

2021
DD Dorvillier and Symphony of The Seas
meet in État Second, an unstable, shifting
place that defers any promise of location, to
talk about “permanent dance”. An idea for
a conversation that is based on what goes
unsaid, an abstract movement that moves
something more than words. We will reflect
on the great themes of Dance as a performative act and hopefully we will succeed
in leaving the light behind to enter into the
darkness.

between the site-specific, installation and
dance fields. It focuses on how performative experiences are constructed in unconventional spaces. I tackle the processes
of transition between two things and relate
architecture and gender to generate uncertain, ambiguous situations.“

Xavier Manubens: ”I am an artist, choreographer and performer. My work moves

VERSIONS
DD DORVILLIER AND
ZEENA PARKINS
”DANZA PERMANENTE“
Performative presentations
specially adapted for the TV Set

”Born in Puerto Rico, I began working in
New York in 1989 and moved to France in
2010. My artistic practice draws a balance between the exploration of the sensitive body, thought and language, as well as
teamwork. I am an associate artist at the
CDCN Le Dancing in Dijon. With the composer Sébastien Roux I inaugurated the
2020 La Corvette, a venue for multidisciplinary creation and research in Côte-d’Or.“

”Danza Permanente is a note-by-note
transposition in movement of Beethoven’s
String Quartet No. 15 Op. 132 in A minor.
Almost in silence, the dancers act both as
instruments and as performers and use the
formal and sensitive functions of the score
to provoke, through dance, that state of
thought and feeling that seems so exclusive
to music.“

humanfuturedancecorps.org
Coreografia i concepte: DD Dorvillier
Nuno Bizarro, Walter Dundervill, Naiara Mendioroz
Ambient sonor i direcció musical: Zeena Parkins
Assistència als assajos i assessora artística: Heather Kravas
Intèrprets: Liza Baliasnaja, Amanda Barrio Charmelo, Disseny de llums: Thomas Dunn
Sébastien Chatellier, Walter Dundervill
Direcció tècnica: Nicolas Barrot
Creació 2012 amb els intèrprets: Fabian Barba,
Producció: Laura Aknin

Thomas Dunn
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THURSDAY 18

TEATRON
RUBÉN RAMOS NOGUEIRA
Reflections and critical approaches to
the phenomena of the performing arts.

”We provide a digital medium where you
can find out what is happening in the world
of the rare arts. At TEATRON you will find
many live arts artists, as well as chroniclers,
critics, photographers, venues, art centres
and festivals, all gathered together in one
online community.“

leather jackets, contemporary dance from
the time of the Barcelona Olympics, and
zombie culture in general?
In collaboration with Sonia Gómez, Jens
Grundmann, Anders Bigum and Roger Adam.
tea-tron.com

Are you sick to death of looking through the
listings and finding mostly musicals, standup comedians, versions of Shakespeare in

TIME OF
GOING TO BED
ROGER PELÀEZ

”I make jokes, draw, sing and comment on
the subject of things about which
1:I have no idea, and
2: I don’t give a shit.
Zero documentation. Zero checking.
Zero intelligence.“
The time of going to bed is the time when
we discard everything we are meant to be,
everything that is random, false and parasitic in ourselves, and we are left alone with
our own insignificance. The time when we
are most fragile. “I will come with my cries,
my stutter, my monotonous syllables ... You
will be ill in a new hospital, you will lie dying
on a stone bed and you will be victims. I will
be the worm and you will be the wood.
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Roger Pelàez

THURSDAY 18

2021

OFF-CAMERA

JUST DESIRE
by Søren Evinson
MERCAT DE THURSDAY 19
LES FLORS AT 20.30H
(SALA PB)
”I reflect on the idealization of contemporary culture through the contortions of
body, voice and word, blurring the moral
and formal boundaries between the theatrical and the performance. My work is collaborative and multidisciplinary, distorting reality to formalize new fantasies about what is
spectacular.“
”Just Desire is a blend of continuous, bright
and soft, delirious fantasies. It is like the
finish on the most exciting consumer products of our time. Like a high-end smartphone, a luxury perfume or a Tesla Roadster, we are offered the performance as the
object of our desire.
sorenevinson.com

Concept, texts, performance: Søren Evinson
Dramaturgy: Florine Lindner
Music: TRIIM and Dani Papell
Lighting and set design: Julia Bauer
Costume design: Samara Scott
Production: Antic Teatre and Kena Rodríguez Kuhn
Co-production: Antic Teatre, Le Phénix Scène Nationale
Valenciennes and Quinzena Metropolitana de Dansa
Supported by: Graner, Theaterstudios Berlin, Espace
Pasolini Valenciennes and Tenerife Lab
Thanks to: Semolina Tomic, Roberto Fratini, Roger Sala
Reyner, Andrea Soto Calderón, Federico Riciotti, Adán
Hernández and Philippe Asselin
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James Trimmer

10€

SÂLMON - PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL
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FRIDAY 19

12€

MERCAT DE LES FLORS
(SALA MAC)

LIVE!

IN-PERSON
FROM 15H TO 20H

ENTRANCE AT 15H I AND AT 17H

PLATÓ

LIVE SUBTITLING
BY THE ARTIST MARTA ECHAVES

TELETEXT

INGRID GUARDIOLA

The MAC stage at Mercat de les Flors
becomes a platóand performing stage for
artists and audiences to build together
an artistic apparatus as they produce a
peculiar television show. An experimental

space, a research on the television language
in relation to performing arts, a long
family gathering or wild long take on the
hybridization of formats and disciplines in
and out of sight.

”I am a teacher, essayist and audiovisual
director. I hold a PhD in Humanities and
teach at the University of Girona. I write,
record and produce literary and audiovisual
essays (L’ull i la navalla, Fils, Soy cámara,
Casa de ningú, La dimensió poc coneguda:
Pioneres del cinema), I participate in
exhibitions, the media (the TV programme
Planta Baixa and the newspaper Ara),
audiovisual and cinema programming
(MINIPUT, Cinema Truffaut). I explore
the sociocultural relationships established
between culture, technology and society."

social media. Sudden outbursts and fleeting
info stimuli that do not always help us grasp
the essence of the matter. With the social
media the petty critics have proliferated,
but so have the know-alls who turn the algorithmic recommendations of some content platforms into their discursive resource.
Is it possible to discuss the programming
without reproducing these models? Using
critical analysis, as if it were a question of
the fragments of a discourse, both loving
and surgical in its precision? Here, it is a
matter of submitting the programming of the
day to the scrutiny of Ingrid Guardiola who,
as she says herself, does what she can, neither more nor less.

Cultural activity is the tip of an iceberg, the
visible part of an incalculable accumulation
of opinions and comments multiplied by the

SOROLLAR
MARC O’CALLAGHAN
”ARENGA QUATERNÀRIA“
The noise of the programme,
live sound performances with
different guest musicians.

”I analyse everything in terms of archetypes, sets of symbolic numbers, and planes
of reality. With methods typical of the
post-industrial subculture, I look for links
between structurally dissectable planes,
such as music and religion. Nowadays, I
affirm that my work is an experiment with
space-time relationships“
”Arenga Quaternària“ is divided into four
parts which try to put into practice the principles of temporal and musical symbolism by
adapting them to the mass media format and
using them as a language to make a political
commentary on the contradictions related to
culture in this present time of bio-quantum
acceleration and panoptic desacralization.
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Streaming from 15h to 20h
at festivalsalmon.com/directe
And on betevé tv from 17.30h to 19.30h

marcocallaghan.com

Alejandra Núñez

FRIDAY 19

SOAP OPERA
(CHAPTER 2)
MÁRCIA LANÇA,
GUILLEM MONT DE PALOL
AND DANIEL PIZAMIGLIO
A three-episode television series, created in the absolute present during three
consecutive days for the Sâlmon21 TV
Set. The participating artists will write,
direct and perform from the starting
point to the final product, without any
prior agreement or script. The space
will be transformed into a photographic
film where all the gestures and actions
of the three performers will be recorded
and edited in the retina of the television
viewers.

TEATRON
PERRO PACO
Reflections and critical approaches to
the phenomena of the performing arts

2021

Márcia Lança: ”I have taken part in the
works Dins del cor, NOM, Al voltant del
món, proves suficients..., Felicitat i misèria,
9 possibles retrats, Desig ignorant, Trompe
le Monde, Sol del matí and De genolls cap
avall. I have worked with João Fiadeiro,
Cláudia Dias, Sónia Baptista, Alex Cassal,
Carolina Campos, Miguel Castro Caldas,
Olga Mesa, Nuno Lucas, Jørgen Knudsen
and Aniol Busquets.“
Guillem Mont de Palol: ”I live in Barcelona and graduated from the School for New
Dance Development in Amsterdam. Since
then I have worked actively and uninterruptedly on the contemporary dance and performance scene, both nationally and internationally, as the artistic partner of Jorge Dutor
(#Losmicrófonos, Grand Applause and Lo
Pequeño, in collaboration with Cris Blanco).
”We provide a digital medium where you
can find out what is happening in the world
of the rare arts. At TEATRON you will find
many live arts artists, as well as chroniclers,
critics, photographers, venues, art centres
and festivals, all gathered together in one
online community.“

In addition, I teach at the School for New
Dance Development as a guest lecturer in
movement research and choreography and
composition.“
Daniel Pizamiglio: ”I am a Brazilian performer
and artist. I met the Portuguese choreographer João Fiadeiro in Fortaleza and moved to
Lisbon in 2012, where I live and work. My research focuses on the meeting between poetry and the body, as well as trying to activate
the corporeality of affection and relationship.“

leather jackets, contemporary dance from
the time of the Barcelona Olympics, and
zombie culture in general?
In collaboration with Sonia Gómez, Jens
Grundmann, Anders Bigum and Roger Adam.
tea-tron.com

Are you sick to death of looking through the
listings and finding mostly musicals, standup comedians, versions of Shakespeare in

VISIONS
EULÀLIA ROVIRA
”THE EYE’S SPEECH –OR
WAS IT THE I SPEECH?“
Projection of video works that
meander between disciplines.

I devote myself to the visual and performative arts. While wondering about the straightness of bodies and language, I ended up
working on issues such as gravity, vision,
death, and transparency. I work regularly
with the artist Adrian Schindler, with whom I
share the exercise of displacing the eye that
observes and the voice that narrates.
”The Eye’s Speech – or was it the I speech?“
opens itself to the thoughts of a tired eye,
which in its unproductive moment closes
its eyelid, opens the mouth and babbles.
Balanced between the Western legacy
of authoritarian hypervisibility and the

17

repressed longing to hallucinate without
images, the Cyclops has visions that seem
to contradict each other.“
eulaliarovira.info

Veu: Eulàlia Rovira
Gravació i edició de veu: Daniel Moreno Roldán
Animació: Guillermo Daldovo - Malevo

FRIDAY 19
VERSIONS
JULIÁN PACOMIO I
ÁNGELA MILLANO “PSYCHO“
Performative presentations
specially adapted to the TV Set

2021
”Our names are Ángela Millano and Julián
Pacomio. We have been working together
since 2017 on the research project ”Asleep
Images“, which includes the performances of PSYCHO and Make It Don’t Fake
(2019). Together we explore different ways
of answering the question: Can a person in
himself/herself store/be/represent/reproduce cinematic content? And if so, how?
We use our common interest in the body,
memory, archive, rewriting and reproduction
as a guiding thread.“
”PSYCHO" is a piece about two almost identical film sequences (Alfred Hitchcock’s
Psycho and Gus Van Sant’s 1998 remake of
the same name). What emerges when two

different but virtually identical things are
seen simultaneously? ”PSYCHO" is a way of
dilating the time of each body and making
its wight felt, pausing the flow of time and
rigorously observing the instants and details
of what is happening inside; a set of mirrors.
Creation and performance: Julián Pacomio and
Ángela Millano
Dramaturgical support: Carolina Campos
Technical direction: Leticia Skrycky
Residencies: La Caldera, Tabakalera – Centro
Internacional de Cultura Contemporánea,
Atelier Real, Desfoga and S’ALA
Thanks to: Blanca G. Terán, Matías Daporta, João
Fiadeiro, Leonardo Mouramateus, Núria Gómez
Gabriel and Vendedores de Humo.
julianpacomio.net
angelamillano.com

Alípio Padhila

ÉTAT SECOND
JOB RAMOS I SILVIA ZAYAS
The state of altered consciousness
in which some authors enter when
writing stories, a combination of
abstraction and concentration,
is called ‘état second’.
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Silvia Zayas and Job Ramos discuss their
research processes in the context and
space of Plató. Silvia Zayas's ê explores
the tensions between underwater modes
of perception and the desire for a somatic
understanding of the modes of feeling of
some social marine species. Sense evidència verbal, by Job Ramos, is based on the
results of tracking a group of experts at a
centre who work to prevent the extinction
of a species, fantasizing about the possibilJob Ramos: ”He treballat en l’àmbit de la
instal·lació, el I have worked in the field of ity of trying to establish some kind of uninstallations, videos, sound, interactive me- stable communication with the non-human
dia, performance and sculpture. My propos- inhabitants. The two processes coincide in
the possibility of becoming a film.
als are linked to the site-specific tradition.
My thematic interests are vague but they
silviazayas.tumblr.com
jobramos.net
are related to the framework that links up
nature, religion and technology, understanding them as homonymous terms.“
Silvia Zayas: ”I work on the boundaries of
the performing arts, cinema and expanded
choreography. I explore ways to transfer
film language to different performative devices. I recently premiered Brilliant Corners
with Orquestina de Pigmeos. I am also finishing the film Puebla with María Jerez and
working on two projects related to the materiality of sound: ‘ê’ and ‘U’“

FRIDAY 19
VERSIONS
NAZARIO DÍAZ
”HÁBLAME, CUERPO“
Presentacions performatives
adaptades per al Plató.

2021
”I work mainly in the field of the performative arts, focusing on the tension generated
between the body, the gaze and writing.
I am a member of Vértebro, together with
Juan Diego Calzada and Ángela López. We
organized the Beautiful Movers festival in
Cordoba. Now based in Bilbao, I am currently working on the pieces Otro borrado
a través de la insistencia, on my own, and
Conversation pieces with the Basque choreographer Isaak Erdoíza.“
‘Háblame, cuerpo’ is part of ‘Looking for
Pepe’, a study started in 2016 and based
on the figure of the Cordoban artist Pepe
Espaliú (1955-1993) that deploys a series
of investigations focused on the body, language and territory. The study of Espaliú,
of how he built up links between his work
and his circumstances, marked by illness
and at a social and political time of notable

transformation, inspires a work that revolves
around the ideas of matter as something
that mutates or disappears and the wearing
away and the subjection of a body understood as physical and social existence.
”I propose an act of resistance that links
aspects such as the phonetic transformation
of my vocal flow, the notion of circularity
and the idea of the new through insistence;
placing my body in collision with language
and with a certain desire for geographical
oscillations and fluctuations of identity.“
Creation and performance: Nazario Díaz
‘Háblame, cuerpo’ premieres on November 29, 2018
at Elipsiak, a program curated by Isabel de Naverán
for Azkuna Zentroa, Bilbao. ‘Looking for Pepe’ unfolds
thanks to the complicity of Jorge Gallardo, Jesús
Alcaide, Cuqui Jerez, María Jerez, Isaak Erdoíza and
Ion Munduate, because their love and information
have helped to make the circles wider and less airtight.

NoNoNoSoloSoloNo_Patricia_Nieto

TIME OF
GOING TO BED
ROGER PELÀEZ

”I make jokes, draw, sing and comment on
the subject of things about which
1:I have no idea, and
2: I don’t give a shit.
Zero documentation. Zero checking.
Zero intelligence.“
The time of going to bed is the time when
we discard everything we are meant to be,
everything that is random, false and parasitic in ourselves, and we are left alone with
our own insignificance. The time when we
are most fragile. ”I will come with my cries,
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my stutter, my monotonous syllables ... You
will be ill in a new hospital, you will lie dying
on a stone bed and you will be victims. I will
be the worm and you will be the wood.“

Roger Pelàez

FRIDAY 19

2021

OFF-CAMERA

JUST DESIRE
by Søren Evinson
MERCAT DE FRIDAY 19
LES FLORS AT 20.30H
(SALA PB)

”I reflect on the idealization of contemporary culture through the contortions of
body, voice and word, blurring the moral
and formal boundaries between the theatrical and the performance. My work is collaborative and multidisciplinary, distorting reality to formalize new fantasies about what is
spectacular.“
”Just Desire is a blend of continuous, bright
and soft, delirious fantasies. It is like the
finish on the most exciting consumer products of our time. Like a high-end smartphone, a luxury perfume or a Tesla Roadster, we are offered the performance as the
object of our desire.
sorenevinson.com

Concept, texts, performance: Søren Evinson
Dramaturgy: Florine Lindner
Music: TRIIM and Dani Papell
Lighting and set design: Julia Bauer
Costume design: Samara Scott
Production: Antic Teatre and Kena Rodríguez Kuhn
Co-production: Antic Teatre, Le Phénix Scène Nationale
Valenciennes and Quinzena Metropolitana de Dansa
Supported by: Graner, Theaterstudios Berlin, Espace
Pasolini Valenciennes and Tenerife Lab
Thanks to: Semolina Tomic, Roberto Fratini, Roger Sala
Reyner, Andrea Soto Calderón, Federico Riciotti, Adán
Hernández and Philippe Asselin
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James Trimmer

10€
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SATURDAY 20

12€

MERCAT DE LES FLORS
(SALA MAC)

LIVE!

IN-PERSON
FROM 15H TO 20H

ENTRANCE AT 15H AND AT 17.30H

PLATÓ

LIVE MOVEMENT SEQUENCE
BY THE TEAM OF THE FESTIVAL

TELETEXT

INGRID GUARDIOLA

The MAC stage at Mercat de les Flors
becomes a platóand performing stage for
artists and audiences to build together
an artistic apparatus as they produce a
peculiar television show. An experimental

space, a research on the television language
in relation to performing arts, a long
family gathering or wild long take on the
hybridization of formats and disciplines in
and out of sight.

”I am a teacher, essayist and audiovisual
director. I hold a PhD in Humanities and
teach at the University of Girona. I write,
record and produce literary and audiovisual
essays (L’ull i la navalla, Fils, Soy cámara,
Casa de ningú, La dimensió poc coneguda:
Pioneres del cinema), I participate in
exhibitions, the media (the TV programme
Planta Baixa and the newspaper Ara),
audiovisual and cinema programming
(MINIPUT, Cinema Truffaut). I explore
the sociocultural relationships established
between culture, technology and society."

social media. Sudden outbursts and fleeting
info stimuli that do not always help us grasp
the essence of the matter. With the social
media the petty critics have proliferated,
but so have the know-alls who turn the algorithmic recommendations of some content platforms into their discursive resource.
Is it possible to discuss the programming
without reproducing these models? Using
critical analysis, as if it were a question of
the fragments of a discourse, both loving
and surgical in its precision? Here, it is a
matter of submitting the programming of the
day to the scrutiny of Ingrid Guardiola who,
as she says herself, does what she can, neither more nor less.

Cultural activity is the tip of an iceberg, the
visible part of an incalculable accumulation
of opinions and comments multiplied by the

SOROLLAR
ISABEL DO DIEGO
”DEPUEBLO“
The noise of the programme,
live sound performances with
different guest musicians.

Fábrica de aceite

21

Streaming from 15h to 20h
at festivalsalmon.com/directe
And on betevé tv from 17.30h to 19.30h

”My name is Juan Diego Calzada and Isabel
Do Diego is my sound identity as an Andalusian artist. I am responsible for the writing,
composition and production of ”Depueblo“,
my first album, modelled in white, black and
magenta to generate a chromatically primitive sound habitat, an artificially elementary
melodic imaginary.“

The noise of the programme, live sound
performances with different guest musicians. From Andalusia, Isabel Do Diego deploys austere, brutalist folklore in a musical
debut DEPUEBLO, generated by the dialogue between a ritual body and a prosthetic
body. A sound habitat where living beings
coexist timelessly alongside machinest.

isabeldodiego.com

SATURDAY 20

SOAP OPERA
(CHAPTER 3)
MÁRCIA LANÇA,
GUILLEM MONT DE PALOL
AND DANIEL PIZAMIGLIO
A three-episode television series, created in the absolute present during three
consecutive days for the Sâlmon21 TV
Set. The participating artists will write,
direct and perform from the starting
point to the final product, without any
prior agreement or script. The space
will be transformed into a photographic
film where all the gestures and actions
of the three performers will be recorded
and edited in the retina of the television
viewers.

TEATRON
MARTA ECHAVES AND HJ
DARGER (EL BLOQUE TV)
Reflections and critical approaches to
the phenomena of the performing arts.

2021

Márcia Lança: ”I have taken part in the
works Dins del cor, NOM, Al voltant del
món, proves suficients..., Felicitat i misèria,
9 possibles retrats, Desig ignorant, Trompe
le Monde, Sol del matí and De genolls cap
avall. I have worked with João Fiadeiro,
Cláudia Dias, Sónia Baptista, Alex Cassal,
Carolina Campos, Miguel Castro Caldas,
Olga Mesa, Nuno Lucas, Jørgen Knudsen
and Aniol Busquets.“
Guillem Mont de Palol: ”I live in Barcelona and graduated from the School for New
Dance Development in Amsterdam. Since
then I have worked actively and uninterruptedly on the contemporary dance and performance scene, both nationally and internationally, as the artistic partner of Jorge Dutor
(#Losmicrófonos, Grand Applause and Lo
Pequeño, in collaboration with Cris Blanco).
”We provide a digital medium where you
can find out what is happening in the world
of the rare arts. At TEATRON you will find
many live arts artists, as well as chroniclers,
critics, photographers, venues, art centres
and festivals, all gathered together in one
online community.“

In addition, I teach at the School for New
Dance Development as a guest lecturer in
movement research and choreography and
composition.“
Daniel Pizamiglio: ”I am a Brazilian performer
and artist. I met the Portuguese choreographer João Fiadeiro in Fortaleza and moved to
Lisbon in 2012, where I live and work. My research focuses on the meeting between poetry and the body, as well as trying to activate
the corporeality of affection and relationship.“

leather jackets, contemporary dance from
the time of the Barcelona Olympics, and
zombie culture in general?
In collaboration with Sonia Gómez, Jens
Grundmann, Anders Bigum and Roger Adam.
tea-tron.com

Are you sick to death of looking through the
listings and finding mostly musicals, standup comedians, versions of Shakespeare in

VISIONS
OLGA MESA ”LA MESA
PROPIA. DANZA DE MANOS“
Projection of video works that
meander between disciplines.

”I am a choreographer and visual artist,
resident in France. Since the 1990s I have
investigated the script of the personal body,
affirming the place of the intimate within the
performance together with Francisco Ruiz
de Infante, in a company that creates different formats, from stage plays to audiovisual
productions, publications and performative
conferences.“
"Una Mesa Propia" (dance of hands) is
a cinematic notebook in movement. The
driving force of this story emerged from
a conspirational dialogue with my mother,
the Asturian poet Marián Suárez, the result
of a remote reading protocol initiated at
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the beginning of lockdown in March 2020.
Through this twofold reading out loud, a
ritual emerged that we call the “dance of
hands”.

fueradecampo.org

Locations: garage, garden's window, country path,
room, hall's window: Auberive, region of Haute-Marne, França, Avilés (Astúries), Miraflores de la Serra
(Madrid)
Team: Olga Mesa (direction and camera), Francisco
Ruiz de Infante (editing), Marian Suárez, Carmen
Estela Acosta, Pino Mesa (presences), Pierre Kiener
(coordination)
Production: Hors Champ // Fuera de Campo.
Coproduction: ”Asturias, Cultura en Rede“,
Principado de Asturias (Es)

SATURDAY 20
VERSIONS
VICENTE ARLANDIS /
TALLER PLACER
”EL ESFUERZO CONSTANTE
DE GANARSE LA VIDA“
Performative presentations
specially adapted to the TV Set.

ART TAPE
NORBERTO LLOPIS ”ALL
THINGS“ (AN EXCERPT)
A study on rewriting videographic
possibilities of a choreography.
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”I work as a performer, researcher and teacher in the field of the performing arts. I
am currently a member of TALLER PLACER,
a group dedicated to cultural production. My
goal is to find a way to stop working as soon
as possible.“
” El esfuerzo constante de ganarse la vida“
is a performance where I try to work as little as possible, just enough and what I consider reasonable. I will tell you what I think
of the profession, the dancer’s work and the
abduction of our time. I’ll tell you what it feels like when you repeat the same action in
a factory for eight hours a day or how your
body ends up when you dance in the same
show for five years.
”I work on the boundaries between choreography, performance and thought. I trained
in dance and choreography at the Institut
del Teatre in Barcelona and DasArts in Amsterdam. I have also studied Philosophy at
the UNED and the Complutense University
in Madrid. My artistic activity ranges from
working with and on the body to the use of
objects and materials for construction of
and reflection on space.“

An idea by Vicente Arlandis. With the collaboration
of Nacho Meseguer, Paula Miralles, Rosana Sánchez,
Aris Spentsas and Eva Arlandis. This proposal is part
of the research project "The discomfort of work"
carried out from Taller Placer. Through different
activities and practices we try to investigate the role
of work in our lives and the search for new ways to
relate to time.
With the collaboration of Centro Conde Duque, Culturarts and Valencia City Council.
A production by Taller Placer.
tallerplacer.com

invitation to distort and displace his own
work by using it within the framework of a
live TV show. To do so, he has chosen some
excerpts from a 2014 piece, All things;
Archaeology of a space object, which he
will have to repeat, rehearse, version, and
translate into the language of the studio.
Through the live production of the images
and sound, with the resources that this
context is able to place at the service of
movement on video, it is intended, incidenNorberto Llopis brings his work into play as tally, to pay a kind of tribute to the video
material for a production in a TV studio. An dance of the 90s.

SATURDAY 20
TIME OF
GOING TO BED
ROGER PELÀEZ

2021
”I make jokes, draw, sing and comment on
the subject of things about which
1:I have no idea, and
2: I don’t give a shit.
Zero documentation. Zero checking.
Zero intelligence.“
The time of going to bed is the time when
we discard everything we are meant to be,
everything that is random, false and parasitic in ourselves, and we are left alone with
our own insignificance. The time when we
are most fragile. “I will come with my cries,
my stutter, my monotonous syllables ... You
will be ill in a new hospital, you will lie dying
on a stone bed and you will be victims. I will
be the worm and you will be the wood.

VERSIONS
QUIM PUJOL “NEGRE CROMA“
Presentacions performatives
adaptades especialment per al Plató.

”I operate on the boundaries between poetry, the live arts and contemporary art. Since
2016 I have been carrying out research on
the variety arts of the early 20th century
and their potential implications today. My
work takes the form of presentations, publications, objects, talks and workshops.“

Roger Pelàez

wavelength of the light spectrum. Based
on expressions related to colour, this live
action highlights the intersections between
matter and culture. The same as with the
chroma screen, ”Negre croma“ is a surface
on which anything can be projected.

tea-tron.com/quimpujol/blog

Text and performance: Quim Pujol
Colours are a cultural construction that
Dramaturgical support: María Jerez
consists of identifying and naming a certain Thanks to: Joan Casellas and Roger Adam.

Pep Herrero
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SATURDAY 20 AND SUNDAY 21

2021

OFF-CAMERA

ZEPPELIN BEND 10€
de Katerina Andreou
MERCAT DE SATURDAY 20
LES FLORS AT 20.30H
(SALA PB)
SUNDAY 21
AT 12.30H
”In my ongoing research on free will on
stage and its subjective nature, I explore
different body practices and try to approach
new skills as if there were new technologies.I
keep learning in order to keep unlearning.
This saturation of rigor and discipline comes
along with a desire of tackling matters such
as control and power structures. It helps me
sort out knowledge and constitute my own
personal culture. Which training for which
performance? Which effort for which goal?“
”Zeppelin Bend“, taking the name of an endto-end joining knot that was used to moor
airships, is a duo. Natali Mandila and me are
putting together dances, actions and sounds
that demand hardcore discipline and psychedelic imagination. In a world where staying ‘’grounded’’ or getting’’ high’’ seem to be
often considered as survival methods, we
try out both. While seeking moments of freedom, we try to maintain realness by focusing
on our bodies in the act of doing.

Alexi Pelekanos

Concept/Creation/ Sound design: Katerina Andreou
Performance: Katerina Andreou, Natali Mandila
Sound: Katerina Andreou i Cristián Sotomayor
Sound collaborator: Tal Agam
Light Design: Yannick Fouassier
Outside Eye: Myrto Katsiki
Production, bookings: Elodie Perrin
Production: BARK
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Coproduction: Les Spectacles vivants du Centre Pompidou, Onassis Stegi Athènes, Tanzquartier Vienne,
Atelier de Paris / Centre de développement chorégraphique national, La Place de la Danse – CDCN Toulouse /
Occitanie, dans le cadre du dispositif Accueil Studio, CN D Centre national de la danse, accueil en résidence,
Le Gymnase, CDCN de Roubaix, CCN de Grenoble, Far festival des arts vivants Nyon, Centrale Fies (dans le
cadre de LIVE WORKS Act Award 2019)
With the support of: BUDA Courtrai, RAMDAM UN CENTRE D’ART, Angers-CDCN, CDC de Grenoble,
residency at SUBS – lieu vivant d’expériences artistiques, Lyon », Centre Chorégraphique National d’Orléans,
Dance Reflections by Van Cleef & Arpels.
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SUNDAY 21

12€

GRANER

LIVE!

IN-PERSON
FROM 16.30H TO 21.00H

PLATÓ

Streaming from 16.30h to 21h
at festivalsalmon.com/directe
And on betevé tv from 17.30h to 19.30h

Plató and performing stage for artists and audiences to build together an artistic apparatus as they produce a peculiar television show. An experimental space, a research on the
television language in relation to performing arts, a long family gathering or wild long take
on the hybridization of formats and disciplines in and out of sight. Closing party with OKAY
CONFIANCE, a specific context that adapts to each occasion, and which this time extends the plató to the Graner premises with the support of local artists in order to create a
space of trust and common learning where ethics and technique go hand in hand.

OKAY CONFIANCE
OKAY CONFIANCE
FEATURING LOTO RETINA,
ELIE ORTIS, HUGUES
MEUNIER, ANNE LISE LE
GAC, ALBA RIHE, JULIA
BARBAY, DANIEL MORENO

OKAY CONFIANCE is an ephemeral team
of makers, celebrating common trust and
learning by doing. The team is recomposed
each time it appears, listening what the context offers us, generally with the means at
hand. The week before the public event, an
OKAY residency takes place in the hosting
location, building a collective living and making encounters, filling the space with stories,
relationships, and growing conversations. In
the spirit of a generative hackerpsace, the
« confianceur.es » share and evolve their
personal makings during this residency. The
last day, a festive taste of polyforms performances is offered to the trusting audience.
This time, OKAY CONFIANCE will happen
in Graner, and will feature 3 new confianceur.es based in Barcelona ! 2021 starting,
TRUST might be the juice and strenght we
need to cultivate even more, jumping back
and forth from IRL to URL gardens every
minute. In this weirdo permanent switch,
the common ground «PLATO TELE», that
Salmon team proposes this year, will shake
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our makings and sharings. Through this dilemma of cyber-making the Present, we still
aim to deal with real time drifts, and physical encounters « en devenir ». Trust is the
password.

okayconfiance.hotglue.me

OKAY CONFIANCE
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PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
COVID-19
SAFETY
MEASURES

At Sâlmon we will always
follow the safety protocols in
accordance with the regulations
in force at the time of the festival:

All venues will be disinfected daily.
There will be hydroalcoholic gel dispensers at the entrances to
the venues.
Spectator capacity and seating layout will comply with the required
safety distances and venue entry and exit will be staggered and
controlled by the ushers to maintain safety distances and avoid
crowding.
To ensure minimum contact with paper, no festival programmes
or leaflets will be distributed at the venues (all information will be
available online).

On an individual level, we appeal to your personal responsibility
as regards ensuring safe distances and good hand hygiene and
wearing a mask (obligatory in enclosed spaces and public spaces).
If you have Covid-like symptoms or have been in contact with
someone who has been diagnosed with the disease, please stay
home.

VENUES
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FABRA I COATS ARTS FACTORY

C/Sant Adrià, 20
08030 Barcelona
Bus. 11, 40, N9, H4, H8, 126
Metro. Sant Andreu
Bicing. 260, 28-30, 256 i 263

MERCAT DE LES FLORS

C/Lleida 59
08004 Barcelona
Bus. 55, 121, N0, N6
Metro. Plaça Espanya i Poble Sec
Bicing. 4, 30

MERCAT DE LES FLORS

C/Jane Addams 14-16
08038 Barcelona
Bus. H12, H16, 109, 79
Metro. Foneria
Bicing. 179, 351
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FESTIVAL

9th edicion from 17 to 21 February

Tickets 10€ / 12€
at festivalsalmon.com

BROADCAST

Free streaming of the TV Set at the festival’s website.
Some shows will be broadcasted by betevé TV.

After the festival only “La pantalla pródiga” will be online.

TEAM

Organised jointly by: Antic Teatre (Semolina Tomic,
Elisabeth Ruiz), La Caldera (Oscar Dasí, Cristina Riera,
Raquel Ortega), Graner (Elena Carmona, Ariadna
Miquel), La Poderosa (Mònica Muntaner, Anna
Bohigas).

Filming and broadcasting coordination: Daniel Miracle
Filming: Núria Paris
Image: Mar Morey and Pamela Gallo
Sound and mixer: Marcello Nardone
Mixer and video: Álvaro Muñoz
Filming collaboration: Telenoika, Laminimedia, Neokinok
and Roman Polankik
Curatorial team: Sofia Asencio, Iñaki Álvarez, Bea
Lighting and TV Set design: Arnau Sala
Fernández and Ariadna Rodriguez
Image of the festival: Soon in Tokyo
Artistic and management coordination: Dianelis Diéguez
Project web: La Tecla Studio
Production office: Aixa González and Haizea
Texts: Fernando Gandasegui
Arrizabalaga
Translations: Manners and Marc Villanueva
Technical Director: Arnau Sala
Audiovisual recording: Andrés Pino
Communication: Raquel Tomàs
Photo: Mila Ercoli
With the collaboration of the communication teams of the venues involved: Verónica Navas, Iera Delp, Sara Renau, Mercè Ros, Carme
Clua, Noel Eduardo. With the collaboration of the Technical Team of the Mercat de les Flors (Pere Milan). With the collaboration of the
accommodation team of the Mercat de les Flors (Helena Font)

ORGANISE

Organised jointly by:

With the support of:
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With the collaboration of:

Official media:

